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Fadeaway by E.B. Vickers The Initial Insult by Mindy McGinnis
Jake--the star of his high school basketball 
team-- disappears after winning the state 
title game. No one knows where he is. Was 
he abducted? Murdered? Did he run away? 
Find out what terrible secrets Jake has been 
hiding from everyone...even himself. 

This dark mystery told in alternating points of 
view takes inspiration from Edgar Allan Poe. 
Seven years ago, Tress lost everything when her 
parents disappeared while driving her best friend 
home. Now Tress is determined to get answers or
get revenge. Will Felicity give her the answers or 
get bricked up in the coal chute alive?

Internment by Samira Ahmed A Good Girl’s Guide to Murder by Holly Jackson
In a not-so-distant future, Layla is living in a 
world of fear--fear of living her truth--that 
she holds Muslim beliefs under a regime 
that prides itself on ridding the country of 
those who are Muslim. Given little time to 
gather essentials, she and her family are 
taken away to an internment camp where 
Layla fights for freedom with the help of 
new friends, her boyfriend who remains on 
the other side of the fence, and someone 
who isn’t what they seem. 

Dedicated student and confirmed rule-follower 
Pippa Fitz-Amobi is convinced that the accepted 
story of how the beautiful and popular Andie Bell 
died five years ago is wrong. Under the guise of 
her capstone senior project, Pippa begins to dig 
into the case; but truth isn’t always black and 
white, and someone doesn’t want this case 
reopened. Will Pippa’s investigation right an old 
wrong or destroy even more lives?

Inheritance Games by Jennifer Lynn Barnes The Voting Booth by Brandy Colbert
Avery is sleeping in her car when she inherits
a fortune from a stranger. What happens 
when she moves in with those left behind in 
the Hawthorne family, who were left with 
little from their passing patriarch? A deadly 
game of riddles and puzzles ensues as Avery 
and the Hawthorne brothers attempt to 
discover the reasoning of their grandfather. 
Mysterious and thrilling, this is perfect for 
what-ifs and fun discussion.

Told in alternating voices, this story recounts a 
single day's events as Marva helps Duke cast his 
ballot on election day. Duke's quest to vote is 
thwarted. While the two skip school to travel to 
various voting sites, we learn about Duke's 
brother and band, Marva's secret online identity 
and her rocky relationship with her boyfriend, 
and both teens' aspirations for the future. 
Compelling and readable, both characters will 
lodge themselves in your heart.

Lore by Alexandra Bracken This Light Between Us by Andrew Fukuda
What if the Greek gods still lived? As 
punishment, nine gods are reincarnated as 
humans only to die over and over again. 
Every seven years, humans hunt the gods in 
hopes of stealing and possessing their 
powers. Join Lore on her quest to protect 
those she loves and save the world.

Andrew Fukuda weaves a tale of friendship, loss, 
and hope with his historical fiction novel. Alex 
Maki is a Japanese American boy who is pen pals 
with Charlie Levy, a French Jewish girl, just before
World War II. The reader is drawn into the story 
of both characters as they share hopes and 
dreams in letters to each other in the face of life 
trials and turmoil.

You Should See Me in a Crown by Leah Johnson Hope and Other Punch Lines by Julie Buxbaum
All Liz Lighty wants to do is get out of her 
small town, go to college and become a 
doctor. Now she’s stuck running for prom 
queen to get a scholarship. Mack is the new 
girl and is also running for prom queen. Will 
their romance last as competitors, or will it 
break them?

What is it like to be the face of hope after a 
devastating event; to never feel like you can be 
your true self because you always have to be 
someone else for everyone else? Abbi Hope 
Goldstein is that - the face of hope for surviving 
and overcoming the aftermath of trauma in this 
heartfelt and heartbreaking story that takes place
15 years after 9/11. A moving tale about finding 
oneself and creating your own life while honoring 
the past, this story is applicable to more than 
history; it’s warmth for the soul and gives hope 
for a fulfilling future after trauma.






